Space Planning for the Anacortes Public Library
Introduction Meeting
December 6th, 2018

1. Children's Gateway:
   Designs an entrance to Children's space in a dynamic and special way, a threshold to discovery

2. Teen Room:
   Popular Hot-Spot for learning and community connection

3. Experience Theater:
   Curved small room experience for a variety of media presentation from the library collections or streamed from partner agencies. Suitable for groups of school-aged children to seniors, subjects from NASA to Jazz.

4. Creation Center:
   Digital learning and Makerspace workshop environment
Designs an entrance to Children’s space in a dynamic and special way, a threshold to discovery

Specifications:
- Focal Point and visible from main library entrance
- Custom architectural element that blends with building and signs
- Easily accessible and visible from the main floor area and service point

Location for Children’s Gateway
TEEN ROOM

Popular Hot-Spot for learning and community connection

Location for Teen Spot
EXPERIENCE THEATER

Curved small room experience for a variety of media presentation from the library collections or streamed from partner agencies. Suitable for groups of school-aged children to seniors, subjects from NASA to Jazz.
CREATION CENTER

Digital Learning and MakerSpace workshop environment